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NEWS FROM XIAMEN: THE LATEST COLLECTION IS IN TOWN
The Minotti Xiamen by Casa Bella flagship store welcomes the 2021 Collection in a space spanning
1100 sqm laid out over two floors, in the heart of the famous northwestern area of the Chinese city.
The showroom is characterised by extraordinarily striking decorative elements that enhance the
architecture: settings in Calacatta marble, partitions in Liquorice-stained larch and floors in the same
type of wood bring to life a sophisticated interplay of reflections and contrasts.
The entrance hosts two of the brand’s most representative furnishing pieces: on the left, a living area in
which the versatile Roger seating system by Rodolfo Dordoni is the protagonist, characterised by the
graphic palette of the Mosaic Jacquard fabric, in which the use of black and white is repeated in the
marble of the coffee table and in the armchairs, both from the Lido family by GamFratesi, then also
continuing seamlessly to the surrounding environment.
In fact the composition is designed to fit perfectly into the store in a context featuring dark shades and
precious details, creating an almost dramatic effect where the graphic accents of black and white are
softened by the mellowing blue shades of the rug and cushions.
On the other hand, the next setting features Connery, also by the Milanese architect: in this space,
formal rigour gives way to a more relaxed and creative use of colour, in which the leitmotiv is again
elegance and simplicity, but with different colour palettes that explore shades of green in the leather
sofa base, cushions and armchairs, and in the Cesar coffee table by Rodolfo Dordoni.
The interior design project by Minotti Studio also proposes other best sellers from the Minotti
collections, starting from the dining rooms, with the recent Marvin and Linha tables, respectively by
Rodolfo Dordoni and Marcio Kogan / studio mk27, and extending to the master bedroom, developed
around Brasilia Bed, designed by the architect from São Paolo.
Minotti Xiamen introduces a selection of furnishing pieces that cleverly conveys the values and savoirfaire of the brand in a strategic market for Minotti, increasingly receptive to quality and Made in Italy
charm.
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